Evaluation of the effect of a serious game on the development of
students’ relational skills in palliative care

Introduction
O’Brien [1] reports that 80 year old people and above will reach 26% of the population in 2050 in Europe. This demographic
change will inevitably lead to higher demand for palliative care. Therefore, health professionals will need to be better trained to
meet the palliative care needs of an ageing population, particularly nurses who accompany the elderly to death. A large part of
nurses’ education is done by direct transmission of knowledge. In this context, the transmission of relational attitudes (such as
empathy, active listening,[…]) that are central to palliative care is complex, because it requires a high level of self-knowledge
which is generally built through lived care events [2; 3]. Due to the complexity of recreating clinical situations in traditional
nursing education, situated e-learning (like a serious game) can be used to enhance nurses’ relational abilities by providing a
specific context representing real practice [4]. Because e-learning is mainly about medicine (and how to apply technical
knowledge), a serious game called End of Life has been created. This game involves the nursing student in a situation of
interaction with a 90-year-old patient at the end of his life. The dialogues between the student and the patient were written on
the basis of the relational attitudes depicted in Jacques Chalifour's model [5]. A user test was conducted with 50 nursing students
using a questionnaire evaluating the game's ability to improve caregivers’ relational skills, and showing promising results [3]. Since
this questionnaire does not assess the pedagogical effectiveness of the Serious Game End of Life (SG-EoL) in improving students’
relational skills, a behavioural evaluation of its effect will be conducted to determine whether it causes changes in the way a
student will interact with a patient at the end of his life [6].

Objective
This research aims to investigate the effect of SG-EoL on the development of students’ relational skills in palliative care. Since
nurses’ relational skills are supported by emotional and empathic skills [5] (which represent sub-factors of emotional intelligence
[7]), a sub-objective will also aim to assess whether these inter-individual variables (like the way to be more or less empathic,
anxious, […]) interact with the possible effectiveness of the game on students’ relational skills.

Method & Procedure
60 3rd year nursing students from the HES-SO are currently being
recruited. As shown in the diagram describing the procedure (table 1), a
mixed between and within designs will be used.
The procedure will consist in proposing to each student two simulations
(with one month intervals) where they will play the role of a nurse who
works with a patient at the end of his life. Before the first simulation,
students will complete a set of questionnaires which evaluates interindividual variables (STAI1, CERQ2, IRI3). A state emotional evaluation
questionnaire (PANAS4) will also be used to determine the participants'
emotional feelings before and after each simulation. Between the two
simulations, students will be randomly assigned to be part of an
experimental or control group and will use either SG-EoL (experimental
group) or a quiz (control group) for one month. Verbal and non-verbal
data [8] will be annotated and quantified (table 2) using Elan. Finally we
will compare the relational patterns produced by the students before
and after the use of each of the two games using mixed models.
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Table 1: Procedure

Screenshots from SG-EoL (contextualization and an extract of nurse-patient interaction [with multiple choice
responses])
Non verbal communication

Verbal communication

• Gaze (listener is expected to look at the
speaker)

• Socio-affective communication (all social
conversational content: chatting, jokes, lifestyle, […])

• Affirmative head nodding (to affirm what was
said)

• Patient-oriented emotional communication (oriented
towards the patient's needs, concerns, [...])

• Smiling

• Structuring communication topics (statements related
to the advice/conduct or direction to be followed,
such as directing and instructing, requests for
clarification, […])

• Body positioning (leaning forward, a way of
showing awareness)

• Communication about nursing treatments and
medical topics

• Touch (expressive touch, relatively spontanous
and affective) ≠ instrumental touch

• Silences
Table 2: dependent variables

